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Editorial.
January newsletter, and already we have one club
event behind us. There was a really good turn-out
for the film night on 27th January and I think all who
attended found the two films both informative and
entertaining. Apart from the cars, the racing and
the personalities, I personally enjoy watching
events from that period before the invention of
Forward
to Thanks again to Chrissie and
health and
safety!
Roger for organising the evening. Perfect facilities
for the event, although the small barn in which the
films were shown could have done with being a
little bit warmer. Great fortitude was shown by
those who toughed it out for the second film, with
some attendees having the good sense to stay put
in the nice warm bar in the interval.
Overleaf you will find the preliminary programme of
events for the coming year, and it’s shaping up
very well, but if you know of any events, venues
and the like that you think may be of interest to the
Group please let a member of the Planning Group
know, and we’ll see if we can make the list even
more interesting.
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Christmas Meal (Already!!)
Talking of events, one of the first that requires
planning in order to secure suitable dates, is the
last event of the year, the Christmas meal. Three
possible venues are currently under consideration
(subject to intense scrutiny by your planning
committee, ie., a pub crawl), these being The
White Rock, The Stanhope Arms (where the film
evening was held) and The Grasshopper at
Westerham. However, if you are aware of any
alternative venues that you think should be
considered, please bring this to the attention of
one of the planning group members.
In order to get a good understanding of the
consensus on this matter may I request that you
let me have any opinions you have on the choice
of venue, bearing in mind I’d like to know whether
you would specifically not wish to go to a
particular place as much as I’d to know which, if
any, of those currently under consideration you
would wish to go to. After that I can allow you to
forget about Christmas for about 10 months.
Things to come .......

One of the significant events in the near future is
the AGM. With the exception of the role of
Webmaster all of the Planning Group members
have now completed a two-year stint since election
to those positions and are therefore required to
stand for re-election. All have agreed to continue in
their respective roles if the Membership wishes
them to do so, however if anyone would like to be
considered for one of the positions (membership
sec’y., events sec’y., event support, treasurer &
chairman) please let me know in order for the
Membership to be notified in advance of the voting
on the evening. The Group guidelines state that
declarations of interest must be made at least a
month in advance, so the deadline for this is 8th
February.

At this time of year many of us are planning
holidays and/or thinking about getting out into the
garage to prepare our cars for the summer days
to come. With that in mind Chris C has sent me a
couple of items that may help with both of those
endeavours, however space constraints this
month are such that I’ll have to hold the full story
back until the next newsletter. The headlines
though, are that an acquaintance of his has a
holiday villa in Almeria Province, southern Spain
which is available for rent, and he has also sent
details of the products that he used to revitalise
the Elan hood. If you can’t wait until then I’m sure
he would be happy to share the details with you,
or alternatively get in touch with me.

A reminder that Membership renewal time is also
approaching. Fees remain as last year (£5 single,
£8 ‘family’ membership).

Also held over until next month is yet another
contribution to the newsletter from Vaughn, for
which I am, as ever, extremely grateful.

Finally, my thanks to Richard L for another
instalment of his Elan restoration story. More
importantly, good to see that Richard’s personal
restoration went so well and he’s back in
circulation.

Preliminary events list 2017.

Another snippet from Richard L, who is far better qualified to come up with something like this than most
of us. Vaughn take note, make sure it’s the doctor and not the mechanic that will be doing your
restoration.
A car Mechanic was removing the cylinder head from a Lotus when he spotted a well-known Heart
Surgeon in his garage, who was waiting for the service manager to look at his car. The Mechanic shouted
across the garage, "Hey, Doc. could I ask you question? The Surgeon, a bit surprised, walked over to the
Mechanic. The Mechanic straightened up, wiped his hands on a rag and asked, "So, Doc, take a look at
this engine. I open its heart, take valves out, fix 'em and put 'em back in and when I finish it works just like
new. So, how come that I get such a small salary and you get loads of money when you and I are doing
basically the same work?"The Surgeon paused, smiled and leaned over, and then whispered to the
Mechanic, "Try doing it with the engine running!"

”In praise of the Irish Screwdriver and Friends with Specialised Tools“
You will have read in a previous newsletter that my Elan restoration has been temporarily halted as I
needed some restoration of my own. Thankfully my “body open” work has been completed and I am now
in the “running in” phase. Full performance levels not allowed until after 1st February.
However having completed the “body off” of PAH 724F in late July, August was spent stripping the
chassis and moving / storing all parts for either restoration or replacement. It certainly proved much more
difficult than I expected but then I started with the presumption that having removed the body the rest
would be a doddle!
On inspection, the chassis looked in much better condition
than expected, probably due to the large amount of oily grit
covering the engine and transmission areas. For a moment I
was tempted to consider restoration rather than replacement
but this quickly dissipated when some additional fatigue
cracks were uncovered during cleaning. The main problem
encountered was the degree to which some nuts and some
bushes were “seized”. With hindsight I wish I had made sure
ALL nuts / bolts were slightly loosened before starting to
dismantle the running gear as it would have provided much
better stability especially when using an “Irish Screwdriver”
(aka 12lb hammer, to avoid confusion!).

For the benefit of those who may undertake these tasks in the future, the particular problem areas (and
I how I resolved them) were:

Front Wishbones : With a total of 8 to remove, some
were quite straightforward whilst others required
repeated hammer blows coupled with a crow bar. I
managed to ease off a further two wishbones using a ball
and socket separator, on loan from Vaughan (his was
more versatile than my own) – Thanks Vaughan!
However one upper wishbone has proved so difficult to
remove that it will be discarded eventually with the old
chassis. I am hoping to restore 7 and only purchase the 1
new one (Sue Miller seems to sell original type).

Rear Springs : Having replaced rear dampers back
in the 1980’s, I was aware of the need for some
sturdy spring compressors, hence the purchase of a
new pair. Little did I realise the amount of tension left
in the small amount of coil above and below the
compressor. As a result, the castellated nuts holding
the top of the dampers to the chassis shot off like
bullets. Luckily no injury ensued but a warning tip for
others is to tighten down the spring compressors as
much as possible before loosening the nuts!

Knock On Hubs : The front wheel hubs came off a
treat just using a 3 lever hub puller. However the rear
ones were a real problem. Firstly, having taken the
whole assembly off the chassis, it was very difficult to
hold the outer drive shafts steady and prevent them
turning. Brian Buckland suggests in his book to attach
them to a wall. However I was able to construct a
wooden jig that I screwed into my workbench (which I
also found handy later for residual doughnut removal
from the intermediate drive shafts). Even then,
however, a standard hub puller did not work. After a
request to the NWKLG, Richard C came up trumps
and lent me his hub puller specially designed for the
task – Thanks Richard!
Rear Dampers : These are held in position by gland nuts that
screw into the rear hub strut tubes. In my case, both gland nuts
had become completely seized in.
My worry was that if I could not remove the dampers then I was
into some very costly replacement hub housings and damper
tubes. After a long soak upside down in a pot of paraffin (per
Brian Buckland’s alternative to WD40) I eventually managed to
loosen the nuts using a suitable C spanner and, gritting my
teeth, some very heavy blows with the 12lb hammer.
After now a few months of inactivity, I am itching to get back to the task. The next challenge will be
removal of all the stub axles and bearings prior to component clean up and painting. Having watched
the Lotus Flower episode of Car S.O.S, I am concerned that I may crack the aluminium hub bracket
(as in that episode). More gritting of teeth to come, I fear!
In the meantime, I have been browsing for the right tools to tackle some of tasks ahead and,
thankfully, Santa looked at the list too. Also with the help of the DVLA, I have managed to obtain a
listing of previous owners – 4 in all. Next stage, in that respect, is to obtain a Certificate of
Provenance from Lotus Cars Ltd.
Richard L
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